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SUMMARY: CHINESE PROVIDING SMALL ARMS TO LIBYA; DISCUSSIONS ON MISSILE SALES TO SYRIA ARE NOW OFF AGAIN; MALAYSIA TO RECEIVE TORNADO FIGHTERS FROM UK AND SUBMARINES FROM FRG.

TEXT: 1. (c) IN A WIDE-RANGING DISCUSSION ON CHINESE ARMS SALES WITH THAT THE ON-Again, off-again negotiations for the potential sale of CHINESE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILES TO SYRIA IS NOW OFF AGAIN. ASKED ABOUT CHINESE ARMS SALES TO LIBYA, [b(1),1.4 (c)] THAT THE ONLY THING BEING DELIVERED WERE CHINESE SMALL ARMS.

3. [b(1),1.4 (c)] ON CONTINUED CHINESE WEAPONS SALES TO IRAN. [b(1),1.4 (c)] THOUGHT THE LATEST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES INCLUDED CHINESE T-69 TANKS. THE TANKS WOULD BE TRANSSHIPPED THROUGH NORTH KOREA. [b(1),1.4 (c)] DID NOT KNOW HOW MANY TANKS WERE INVOLVED IN THE DEAL.

4. [b(1),1.4 (c)] DURING THE DISCUSSION, [b(1),1.4 (c)] THAT MALAYSIAN WAS POSSIBLY IN THE PROCESS OF NEGOTIATIONS FOR TORNADO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT FROM THE UK AND CONVENTIONAL SUBMARINES FROM THE WEST GERMANS. [b(1),1.4 (c)] DID NOT SAY HOW MANY AIRCRAFT OR SUBMARINES WOULD BE PURCHASED OR WHAT WERE THE EXPECTED DELIVERY DATES.
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